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Key questions Committee for 
Environmentally and Security-
Relevant Research 

Excerpt from the Guidelines of the Committee for Environmentally and Security-Relevant Research 
(Kommission für sicherheits- und umweltrelevante Forschung, KSUF) of Friedrich Schiller University 
Jena [legally non-binding translation]: 
 
§ 1 Principles 

(1) The members of the University take account of their co-responsibility for the consequences 
and possible misuse of scientific findings in their research and teaching. While conducting 
their research, they are committed to the peaceful coexistence of people and to preserve the 
natural bases of life (Preamble to the Constitution of Friedrich Schiller University Jena). 

(2) Risks relevant to security and the environment exist in particular in scientific work, which is 
likely to generate knowledge, products or technologies that could be directly misused by third 
parties. 

 
The Joint Committee on the Handling of Security-Relevant Research of the DFG and Leopoldina 
formulated key questions1 for the ethical assessment of security-relevant research. These form the 
basis of the following key questions for the work of KSUF. 
 
1. Key questions for researches indicating that they need to consult KSUF 

 
1.1 Is it likely that the scientific work environmentally and security-relevant research in the above 

sense? 
1.2 Is it possible that cooperation partners cause additional environmentally and security-relevant 

risks in the above sense (in particular section 1) in the context of this work? 
1.3 Does the work conflict with legal regulations2? 

 

2. Key questions for processing the query by KSUF 
 

2.1 What specific objectives and purposes are the researchers and any sponsors involved pursuing 
with this research project? 

2.2 Is the required expertise available to make an informed assessment of the project with regard to 
potential risks or is further expertise necessary? 

2.3 Can the benefits and risks of the known or possible research results be sufficiently concretized 
based on the current state of knowledge and, if necessary, be weighed against each other? 

2.4 Are environmentally or security-relevant results and the resulting risks of the work novel or can 
they also result from work that has already been published? 

                                                                 
1 "The key questions of the Joint Committee on the handling of security-relevant research are designed to help 
researchers and committees [...] decide in which instances a further ethical assessment of security-relevant 
research and risk reduction measures is called for.” 
(https://www.leopoldina.org/fileadmin/redaktion/Ueber_uns/Kooperationen/Key_questions_or_the_ethical_a
ssessment_of_security-relevant_research.pdf) 
2 For example, regular criminal law, export control law and the export regulations of the Federal Office for 
Economic Affairs and Export Control (BAFA), EU Dual Use Regulation (EU 2021/821), the Biological and 
Chemical Weapons Conventions, protection of human rights, international humanitarian law, the law of war, 
prohibition of torture and violence, Biodiversity Convention. 

https://www.leopoldina.org/fileadmin/redaktion/Ueber_uns/Kooperationen/Key_questions_or_the_ethical_assessment_of_security-relevant_research.pdf
https://www.leopoldina.org/fileadmin/redaktion/Ueber_uns/Kooperationen/Key_questions_or_the_ethical_assessment_of_security-relevant_research.pdf
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2.5 How likely is it that the results relevant to security and the environment will spread and that, as a 
consequence, they will be instantly3 and concretely misused in the sense of the above definition 
of worrying environmentally and security-relevant research? 

2.6 If the results were intentionally misused by third parties, how large would the potential damage 
be and are suitable countermeasures4 available? 

2.7 What harmful consequences5 could occur if the research project is not carried out? 

 

3. Key questions for the conclusive assessment and consultation by KSUF 
 

3.1 Can the work produce knowledge, products or technologies that are highly likely to be directly 
misused by third parties to significantly damage human dignity, life, health, freedom, property, the 
environment or the peaceful coexistence [= legally protected rights]? 

3.2 Should the project be re-evaluated by KSUF at an advanced stage, when risks relevant to the 
security and environment can be better assessed? 

3.3 Is the work or are its aims and purposes compatible with constitutional principles and the 
Constitution of Friedrich Schiller University Jena? 

3.4 Can environmentally and security-relevant risks be sufficiently reduced by imposing certain 
conditions on the project (e.g. usage agreement or alternative research strategy) or by adapting 
the publication? 

3.5 How can researchers involved in the project be made aware of the ethical aspects of 
environmentally and security-relevant research so that they consider the immediate and future 
consequences of their work? 

                                                                 
3 Here, the skills, expertise and technical equipment necessary for the misuse, among other things, are to be 
considered. 
4 E.g. measures of recovery and traceability and damage limitation. 
5 Can the absence of certain innovations result in additional damage, for example, in view of ongoing military 
conflicts, climate change, in naturally emerging waves of infections? 


